Excellence in all areas
Company portrait

Dear Customers and Business Partners,
You have to keep moving if you want to be successful.
That is why we strive to continuously expand the
BARTEC Group and make it strong for the future.
We seek to constantly develop innovative
technologies and solutions for safety and protection
in hazardous areas and are driven by the mission to
achieve the best results for our customers. Efficiency,
reliability and partnership provide the foundation for
our everyday business life at BARTEC locations around
the world.
We cordially invite you to get to know us better– our
values, our products and services and our innovative
strength – and to find out what makes us your trusted
partner also in the future when it comes to safety and
protection in hazardous areas.
Your BARTEC Management Team
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We create the basis for success
Our approach: to create structures for
excellence

Technology
Systems

Enterprise Mobility
Systems

Electrical Heating
Systems

Electrical Safety
Systems

Our motivation: to produce the best results and innovative
solutions for our customers

Products

Systems

Engineering
Solutions

Services

Our recipe for success: proactive commitment, technical
expertise and experience in explosion protection

Excellence guaranteed

BARTEC – one team working for you
throughout the world
We never stop – because good will only become
great if you have ambitions. Just like our
performance-oriented service: Our presence
in distribution and production is global. This
infrastructure means that our explosion
protection specialists are always there wherever
you need us. And for you, this means you don’t
have to worry even if the going gets tough.

Companies need safety
Safety requirements and related requirements
are becoming increasingly complex – with
BARTEC products, companies have one worry
less. You can always rely on all the requirements
being satisfied and any risks minimised.

Hazardous areas are our speciality

BARTEC is a global leader in solutions for all aspects of safety
and protection in hazardous areas. This applies not only to
our advanced technologies, but to our performance-oriented
service. Our customers can rely on us for excellence and
highest quality, and to live up to these standards, we will be
operating our core segments in four business units in future.
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Special expertise and sensitivity are in high
demand wherever work involves hazardous
substances, such as flammable gases, vapours,
mists or dusts. We know that there’s no danger
zone like the other. This makes us to reliable
consultants and developers of excellent products
and services as well as of complex technologies.
Customised to your require-ments, tried and
tested from idea to solution.
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BARTEC in use

Automate and
Communicate

Discover the possible
applications

The innovative mobile devices from BARTEC with a
wide range of accessories and network components
and monitoring and control stations can provide
all automation and communication solutions for the
Ex area.

Motors and Drives

Lighting

BARTEC develops and manufactures electric motors
and materials for safe drive technologies, control
and monitoring solutions. The possibilities offered
by modular construction and special customised
applications ensure very high flexibility.

Whether individual lighting, floodlights, compact
luminaires or emergency lighting, whether fluorescent tubes or LED light sources, the BARTEC’s
explosion-proof lighting systems cover almost
every application.

Analyze and Measure

Control, Switch
and Connect

BARTEC’s online analysis tools deliver seamless
logging of important parameters for an ideal overview
of a process sequence, guaranteeing the quality of
the production results in accordance with applicable
standards and product-related specifications.

BARTEC offers one of the most comprehensive
product ranges of series-produced explosionprotected components, devices and systems for
control, switching and connecting, in addition
to customer-specific combinations.

Energy Distribution
BARTEC designs and produces customer-specific
solutions for industrial applications for optimum
energy distribution.

Heating
BARTEC heat tracing systems protect against frost
damage, prevent cables freezing, support the
production process and help with the heating of
critical media.

Visualize and Monitor
The BARTEC portfolio of man-machine interfaces
is the ideal solution from a single source for all tasks
in the field of process visualisation, operation and
monitoring.
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BARTEC – simply
convincing

BARTEC’s innovative products and solutions can
be found in many different areas of a complete
industrial plant, ensuring that our everyday lives
run smoothly.
Because wherever hazardous substances such
as flammable gases, vapours, mists or dusts
can occur, components and system solutions
developed by BARTEC prevent explosions, making
people and their environment safe.
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We are strong in
these markets

What we offer
our customers

Core markets

Customer groups
For end consumers we develop the right

Oil and Gas

Chemicals

BARTEC offers a broad portfolio of systems and
products for explosion protection in the extraction
of crude oil and natural gas, during transport and
processing in refineries. Our entire product range
must be able to meet the demands of tough
environments and extreme climatic conditions.

Explosion protection is particularly important in
the chemicals industry because the production
processes often involve flammable gases, liquids
and dusts. BARTEC supplies this significant
branch of industry with components through to
complete system solutions.

solutions
With the broadest product portfolio on the market, BARTEC
can cover any process sequence for explosion protection in
production plants. We offer you a wide variety of components
and complete solutions for major projects – individually
tailored to suit your requirements.

Customer examples:
– Petroleum groups
– Heating oil groups
– Pharmaceutical
companies
– Chemical groups

For EPC customers we have the necessary

Pharmaceuticals

Industry / Logistics

Gases, dusts and hygiene regulations place
special demands on explosion protection in the
pharmaceuticals industry. Clean room technology
with special requirements – on surface cleaning
for example – is one of the great challenges
mastered by BARTEC with its very high quality
products.

Smooth and efficient supply chains are hugely
important for packaging, filling and transportation
of potentially explosive products. BARTEC makes
no compromises when it comes to safety here.
Our products and solutions ensure faultless
volume measurements and safe transportation.

Mining
BARTEC is the competent partner with a
comprehensive range of individually designed
solutions for the mining industry, where safety
from methane gas and coal dust explosions is
particularly important. Our individual devices or
complete systems are used in all phases of mining.
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expertise
BARTEC is your reliable partner with extensive engineering
experience. We offer you all services from one source –
from planning to product and solution development through
to turnkey projects.

Customer examples:
– Energy and automation
technology groups
– Engineering companies
– Plant construction
companies
– Technology companies

To OEMs we supply suitable

components
Safety plays a particularly important role wherever
combustible materials are produced, processed, transported
or stored. With over 40 years of experience in explosion
protection, BARTEC stands for components of outstanding
quality with maximum reliability/stability.

Customer examples:
– Chemical groups
– Technology groups
– Actuator and gearbox
manufacturers
– Separator and decanter
manufacturers
– Petroleum exploration
and oilfield services
companies
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Our Business Units
In tune with the requirements
of our customers

We seek to support our customers: from problem
to solution. This requires a deep understanding
of the industries and the specific requirements
of explosion protection, which is why BARTEC
focuses its experience and expertise in four
business units. This functional structuring permits
custom-fit and proven solutions as well as
individual solutions for special requirements.

Our comprehensive product range extends from
complex measurement and analysis technology
through innovative heating technology solutions
to explosion-protected components and systems
for automation, control and regulation, as well
as communication.
Our development teams also have decades of
experience and find an individual solution to every
technical challenge.

Technology Systems

Electrical Heating Systems

We offer a complete assortment of online
analyzers, sample preparation systems and
analysis units. Our goal is develop new solutions
in close collabo-ration with our customers and to
set new standards with excellent analyzers. We
configure the devices according to the specific
process requirements of our customers. In this
way our systems ensure quality assurance,
process optimisation and compliance with
applicable standards and product-related
specifications. Our experts advise and support
you from conception to completion of your project
analysis – worldwide.

Our heat-tracing solutions keep pipes frost-free,
support production processes and help to heat
critical media. Electrical trace heating is the
most efficient type of heating: the energy can be
transported to almost anywhere without loss. If
maintenance work becomes necessary, all areas
are easily accessible and the heating system
can be serviced effortlessly after switching it off.
Electrical heat tracers are easy to design and
simple to install.

Enterprise Mobility Systems
Communication and cooperation in potentially
explosive atmospheres areas are becoming
increasingly important. Networked cameras,
smartphones and tablet PCs offer new
opportunities to work on site. We facilitate control
and visualisation processes in industry and
support our customers in the design of the system
through to service. BARTEC’s global partner
network as well as our experience in explosion
protection ensure that our products satisfy strict
regulations and safety requirements even when
used in hazardous zones. You can rely on it.

Electrical Safety Systems
Safe components for particularly hazardous areas:
in this business unit we offer a wide range of
products for use in safety-critical plants. This
includes devices for automating, controlling,
switching and connecting, explosion protected
lighting solutions, solutions for energy distribution
in industry and mining, as well as electric motors
for safe drive technology.
Our speciality is tailor made solutions and systems
for complex applicatiions.

Business
Units

Technology
Systems

Enterprise
Mobility Systems

Electrical
Heating Systems

Electrical
Safety Systems

Product
groups

Analyzers and
Measurement
Technology

Enterprise
Mobility

Heating
Technology

Automation
Technology

Engineering and
Services
Measurement and
Data Acquisition
Systems

Control and
Connection
Equipment
Lighting
Electric
Motors
Electrical
Engineering for
Mining

One of our service technicians performing a data check on site.
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Sales by region

BARTEC in figures

Sales by end markets

21 %
DACH

Establishment

1975
1700
11
60

27 %

18 %
CSEE
4%
RUCIS

Staff

Production sites

17 %
CNEA

7%
AMERICAS

12 %
MEI

16 %
12 %
8%
4%

11 %
CHINA

Subsidiaries

ONE
BARTEC

12 %

4%

10 %
APAC

Oil & Gas Downstream

Oil & Gas Midstream

Oil & Gas Upstream

Chemicals

Industry / Logistics

Pharmaceuticals

Commercial

3%

Energy

3%

Mining

8%

Other

excl. China

More than

45

years of experience

in the field of explosion
protection and safety
technology.

DACH
Germany, Austria, Switzerland
CSEE
Netherlands, Spain, Belgium, Italy,
Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic
RUCIS
Russia, Kazakhstan
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CNEA
France, South Africa, United Kingdom,
Norway, Sweden

APAC
Singapore, South Korea,
Japan, Australia
CHINA

MEI
United Arab Emirates,
India, Saudi Arabia

AMERICAS
USA, South America
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Our history

The BARTEC success story begins in 1975 with
the development of a switch. A switch with great
effect: preventing explosions at fuel stations.
What begins with selected problem-solving
soon develops into a recipe for success beyond
German borders. BARTEC opens the first
locations abroad in the Netherlands and
France in 1979. Tokyo follows in 1987 with the
first subsidiary in the Far East, and then the
USA in 1994. Today, BARTEC is represented with
locations and agencies all over the world.
The business segments have also expanded.
Today, we do not just operate in the oil and gas
industry, but also in the chemical, industry/
logistics, pharmaceutical, commerce and
trade, energy and other sectors.
Over 45 years of experience in safety technology
you can rely on.
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At your side
throughout the world

Distribution network

Production sites and distribution network

Germany

Asia / Pacific / Middle East

Bad Mergentheim

China

Gotteszell

Indonesia

Leipzig

India

Menden

Japan

Reinbek

South Korea
Malaysia

Europe

Saudi Arabia

Belgium

Singapore

France

United Arab Emirates

Italy

Bahrain

Kazakhstan

Hong Kong

Netherlands

Israel

Norway

Qatar

Austria

Kuwait

Poland

Macau

Russia

Oman

Sweden

Pakistan

Switzerland

Taiwan

Spain

Production sites

America

Turkey

Colombia

Hungary

USA

United Kingdom

Argentina

Baltic countries

Bolivia

Bulgaria

Brazil

Finland

Chile

Greece

Ecuador

Distribution organisations

Ireland

French Guyana

Agencies and countries supported
by the distribution organisations

Portugal

Guyana

Romania

Canada

Slovakia

Mexico
Paraguay

Production sites
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Czech Republic

Australia / New Zealand

Peru

Australia

Surinam

New Zealand

Uruguay

Bad Mergentheim

Germany

Tychy

Poland

Gotteszell

Germany

Dammam

Saudi Arabia

Menden

Germany

Singapore

Singapore

Africa

Reinbek

Germany

Zagorje

Slovenia

South Africa

Milan

Italy

Dubai

United Arab Emirates

Moraro

Italy

Chicago

USA

Stavanger

Norway

Venezuela
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Responsibility for people
and the environment
Beyond the statutory requirements, responsible,
ethically correct and lawful conduct is an
elementary component of our work that we
take very seriously.
Health and environment
– BARTEC is convinced that healthy people in a
healthy environment are an essential requirement
for good work and the associated economic
success and job security. Occupational health
and safety, accident prevention, safe production
facilities and environmental protection in the
company are therefore our fundamental goals.
– BARTEC promotes environmental and health
awareness.
– BARTEC avoids environmental pollution as well
as work-related health risks.
– BARTEC conducts an open dialogue with its
employees, the general public, the employers’
liability insurance association and the
authorities.
– BARTEC involves its employees in the idea
management system to prevent accidents
and damage, improve preventive health care
and health protection and to protect the
environment.

– BARTEC obliges all managers and employees
to comply with the statutory regulations and
operational requirements in environmental
protection and occupational health and safety
which are there to protect the health of all.
Environmental pollution, accidents and occupational diseases are to be avoided in all the
work we do. Management provides the resources
necessary to fulfil these requirements.
– At BARTEC, all international and national regulations on safety, health and environmental
protection are determined that are relevant to
the company, the employees, machines, plant,
processes and activities. The most important
statutory and other environmental protection
and occupational health and safety regulations
are available in the BARTEC intranet.
– BARTEC’s management continuously monitors
all activities in terms of their effects on
occupational health and safety, health and
environmental protection and places great value
on the continuous improvement of efficacy and
efficiency.

Quality management

Compliance

– BARTEC aligns the corporate objectives
with the pursuit of the highest quality and
reliability, the guarantee of comprehensive
occupational health and safety and the
consideration of environmental and health
protection objectives in virtually all of its
processes.

– Responsible, ethically correct and lawful conduct
is just as essential for the success of BARTEC
as our innovative strength, technical performance,
quality and customer orientation.

– BARTEC pursues systematic work, health,
energy and environmental protection
management for processes and services in
addition to systematic quality management.
This integrated management system is a
natural part of our entrepreneurial operations.
– BARTEC employees are requested to actively
contribute to the continuous improvement of
corporate quality.
More about this on our website:
www.bartec.de/en/company/quality-management

– Compliance is an essential component to ensure
the sustainable success of the company, protect
our employees, managers and the organisation
behind them from unnecessary risks, and points
in the right direction in cases of doubt.
– BARTEC’s compliance organisation acts on three
levels: prevention, identification and response.
It is responsible for all compliance activities,
coordinates training and seminars, supervises
compliance with internal and external regulations and is responsible for the development and
implementation of globally binding internal
governance and compliance standards.
– BARTEC has created an overarching corporate
function in the form of the Compliance Office to
anchor compliance at the higher managerial level.
– As trusted advisors, compliance ambassadors
provide support throughout the world in
maintaining and continuously improving our
Compliance Management System.
– Compliance builds the bridge between observance of rules and regulations, conscience
and culture.
More about this on our website:
www.bartec.de/en/company/compliance/
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BARTEC
BARTEC Top Holding GmbH
Max-Eyth Str. 16
97980 Bad Mergentheim
Germany
Phone: +49 7931 597 0
Mail:
info@bartec.com
Web:
bartec.com

Disclaimer
We seek to provide you with correct and up-to-date information. However, we cannot
assume any guarantee for the correctness and completeness of the information
provided. Furthermore, we do not assume any liability for any kind of damage
resulting from the use of the information published here. We reserve the right to
make technical changes.

